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1. Disconnect power. 2. Layout points on ceiling.

3. Drill gripper bodies to ceiling.

4. Connect positive, negative, 

   and ground.

5. Screw canopy plate to junction box.

installation

instructions.

Highwire. 

Modular System.

Installation to be completed by a licensed electrician. 

6. Match marked cables to grippers.

7. Tighten gripper caps.

8. Insert cable into canopy 

    strain relief.

9. Tighten set screw.

anony.ca



Material Choice 

& Considerations.
CNC Routered Aluminum: Body made of CNC routered 

aluminum, anodized. Planned cuts on aluminum bars 

to reduce waste.

Acid Etching: To eliminate tooling lines and provide a 

consistent, high quality, matte finish.

Diffusion: 3 levels of laser cut diffusers create a uniform 

surface that has high light output and even illumination.

Pendant Dimension: Ø8in X D1.38in, Ø200mm X D35mm.

Material: Aluminum, Polycarbonate, Plexiglass, LED.

Finish: Anodized Matte Black.

Photography: Scott Norsworthy.

Highwire.

Highwire is a gravitational balancing 

act created by the tension between 

two points and a weighted center. 
These elegant, individually-weighted disks balance on custom made taut 

electrical cables that are produced with a matte finish. This allows the cables 

to lightly trace shapes in three-dimensional space, creating flexibility to 

frame any room setting or furniture arrangement. 

These modular shapes are further accentuated by a diffused light which 

emanates from both sides of each disk—illuminating the surrounding area as 

well as the fixture. Up to five luminaries can be added to a single power drop.

Hi, we’re Anony. Based in 

Toronto, we’re a lighting 

and product design studio. 
As a Toronto based lighting and product design studio, local manufacturing 

capabilities and the latest technology are elemental to our design process.

We’re concerned with the entire life cycle of our product. In pursuit of 

creating an object that has longevity, every stage of life is considered. 

We design products that last. Thoughtful and honest material choices result 

in something that exudes quality and inspires care. 

We’re here for the long run. We are Anony.
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bring obscurity to light.

design: anony. informational purposes only, this side of the publication 

is intended to complement the Highwire Modular System. 
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